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Students-to voice opinions
to administrators over lunch

EWS

BY AMY HELMES
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

XU frat sponsors blood drive
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity of Xavier University in cooperation with Hoxworth Blood Center, University of Cincinnati Medical
Center, will sponsor Cincinnati's first minority bone marrow typinWblood drive on Wed., Feb. 23, to increase the number of
potential minority donors in the National Marrow Donor Program.
The drive will be open to the public and held in the Down under from
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Whole blood donations will be accepted at the
drive. Hoxworth is one of 105 National Marrow Donor Program
coordinating centers throughout the United States, which recruit
and educate potential bone marrow donors.

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE: USA Today, Follett College Stores,
and ARA Services are sponsoring the second annual "Collegiate
Challenge," a campus-based national advertising design contest to
promote literacy through grassroots volunteer efforts. The contes~
challenges students to design an advertisement encouraging individuals to volunteer their time teaching others to react. The firstplace winner will be awarded $2 ,500 and have their ad published in
USA Today during the week of May 9. To enter the contest, students
will develop an advertisement 13 inches wide by 21 inches deep
promoting the cause of literacy through volunteering in local communities. A short paragraph explaining the design concept must be
attached to all entries, along with the entry form which is available
at ARA dining hall locations (the office in the cafeteria). Entries
must be submitted by Apr. 15.
EXERCISE THE RIGHT: Amnesty lnternational's Midwest Regional Conference will be held Feb. 25-27, 1994, at the Marriott
Hotel in Sharonville. All who are interested in international human
rights issues are urged to attend. Membership in Amnesty International is not required. Issues explored will include disappearances
and political killings, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
the death penalty, and gay/lesbian rights. There will be a special
forum on human rights and educators.

University administrators will
be meeting monthly with selected
students to discuss campus related issues over lunch. Legislative Vice President
Chris Melle who is coordinating
the program hopes to schedule.
one "legislative lunch" every
month with Feb. 22 as the first
tentative date.
Melle, along with Dr. James
Bundschuh of Academic Affairs
and Dr. Ron Slepitza of Student
Development will meet with seven
to ten students to discuss a particular topic each month.
Melle said other tmiversity vice
presidents or faculty representatives may also be invited to attend
and listen to students' concerns.
During the lunch, students will
be encouraged to give their opinions and suggestions regarding a
wide variety of topics such as
school spfrit, community service,
and other general concerns they
may have.

Dr. Bundschuh

Dr.S/epuza

"The impetus emerged from
"We will pick a specific topic
for discussion to let the students the students. I think there is
know ahead of time what they're value in doing this as long as it is
going to be discussing," said Melle. seen as valuable to the students,"
While the monthly lunches will said Slepitza.
Melle will hand select a group
hopefully be a way to brainstorm
and solve problems, it will also of diverse student leaders to al·
give students a chance to be more tend this month's lunch.
While there are only three
directly involved and know their
months
remainingin Melle' s term
viewpoints are important to adas
legislative
vice president he
ministrators.
hopes
that
this
program will conSlepitza said the idea was bentinue
in
coming
years. "I feel it
eficial because it establishes an
could
be
something
that could last
ongoing dialogue between stu·a
very
long
time;"
he
said.
dents and administration. ·

Students get say in speaker choice
BY SARAH BRUGGER
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Studentgovernmentleaders and Xavier administrators have worked out a plan to allow the student
body to have input on the choice of a commencement
speaker.
"Fo.r students, the'graduation ceremony is not
only ~cademic e~ent or.a fond raising event; but
it iS our last memory together, and we want it to be
·something that we can be involved with,". said SGA
President Stephen Zralek. "Assisting With the decision of a speaker would be a proper way."
lri the past, .the appointment of the cominence- .
·~ent speaker has been made byXavier President
mune system; \vhich prevents a ~ijij~~~J!!
· ·James Hoff, S.J., and othe~:committ~es such as the
host of diseases, incl~ding can- .11
.
'
;
·
· B~~rd of Trustees a~d. the Executive .Committee,
cer, said Jerry Ainsworth, a pro'- ;..;,.-- ~~!2!~
Cessor of physical educati~n who teaches a. course on love· ~th little or no input from the graduating ~tudent
body·;·,
and health. A branch of study called "psychoneuroimm~ology"
Zralek said it was SGA's intent to change this
acknowledges the mind-body connection. When the spirit is suffer''process
morder to allow students to have some say
ing, destructive things such as malignancies start happening in the
iii
who
the
speaker will be on their special day.
body, Ainsworth said.
Zralek, Angie Verkamp, and T.J. Pritchard in
SGA, along with Vickie Jones of Community RelaOOPs: Last week's article "Students live, learn abroad" on page
tions, have worked to allow student input in the
four incorrectly reported that seven students participated in Xavier's
choice of a commencement speaker.
summer programs abroad. Actually, 29 students participated last
"This is an improvement that will not only effect
summer.
the senior class this year, but for years to come," said
junior Angie Verkamp.
eompiled by Dan Sigward with eont~ut~o~ Crom the ~D~r ~- Serviee
HEART HEALTHY: NEW HAVEN, Conn. - .Everybody
knows that love makes you feel good, hut .a Southern
Connecticut State Univer. .
sity researcher says the ef'
fects of l'amour on health
.....
,
:' 1
are more profound than most'
~·
people imagine.
Loving and being loved have
measurable physiological ef- ~
fects, the most important ·of ......
which· is .strengthening the im-
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The ~t~d~nt voice will be achieved by adding
more students to the new University Committee
which will work with the Board of Trustees to pick
the speaker.
"Any student is welcome to ackQowledge or recommend a speaker to be considered among other
recommendations," Zralek said. "Also, by expanding the number of students on the new University
Committee, it is assured that the opinion of the
student body will be heard."
Verkamp said she also thinks the student voice is
sl.ire to he heard now.
"It is always necessary to involve the students,
and with these additions the opinion of the student
body is sure to be heard,'• she said.
A fmal decision on who this year's commencement speaker will be has not been made yet.

Zell master returns
to XU this weekend
BY AMY HELMES
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Zen Master Keid~ Fukushima Roshi
be on campus this weekend to pass
along his insight and train new students iii
Zen practices.
Roshi will present "What is Zen Koan",
a lecture free to the public on Fri, Feb 18
at 7:30 in the Terrace Room.
A workshop/retreat is then scheduled
on campus for the rest of the weekend in
which both experienced meditators and
novices to Zen will be instructed in Zen
practice.
Roshi is the abbot of Tofukuji MonasteryinKyoto, Japan, and has visited Xavier
annually for several years to make the
insights of Zen available to those interested.
The largest movement in the Buddhist
religion, Zen is popular worldwide in part
because it makes no reference to any particular god. Also, Zen is known for its
traditions of recovering simplicity and spirituality through meditation, the martial
arts, and various art forms.
·,;This weekend's retreat will begin at 9
~

photo by Bernard

Kane

Zen Master Keido Fi1!.~ushima Roshi
willbe on campus thisweekendt.o teach
students about Zen Koan in a lecture
and wor!.~shop.
a.m. Sat. and conclude at noon on Sunday. The two day workshop will include
instructions, dharma talks, and periods of
meditation. Simple vegetarian meals will
also be provided.
Total cost of the workshop retreat is
$35, or $20 for students with current IDs.
Xavier students can.register at the main
switchboard on the first floor of Hinkle
Hall.

Safety stressed
on spring break
Next week is Safe Spring Break Week sponsored
by Student Development, Xavier's chapter of
BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students), and GEO
cars.
This year's theme is "Sun for All and All for Fun."
The main. goal for the campaign at Xavier is to get
students to take the Safe Spring Break Pledge. By
taking the pledge, students promise not to drink and
drive, or ride with an impaired driver. When stu. dents take the pledge, they become eligwle to win
their choice of an 1994 GEO automobile. The winner
' will be chosen from the pledge cards sent .in by
students nationwide. The 1991 winner was a junior at·
Xavier. Local prizes will also be awarded from pledge
cars i.Ocluding dinner gift certificates, sweatshirts,
. and Enjoy the~ m~ml!ershipli~
Safe Sprmg Break Week·eveilts include these:
• Table displays from 11 a~m. l p.m. Monday
through Wedilesday"outside the cafeteria and Mus~
keteer :h.ii. F;vening tllble liours will.be 5 p.ni; :.. 7 p.m.
iii th~ ·same locations; Free foood, give-aways, and
contests Will be avililllble for students who stop by.
• The Monday aerobics class at4p.m. in O'Connor
Sports ~enter will feature free food after the session.
•On Tuesday, Feb. 22,.~'Spring·Break 101: Everything Xavier Students Need to Know to Have a
Safe. Spring Break," will be held at 7 p.m. in
the New Dorm Conference Room. There will be
door prizes and give-aways as well as a panel
of experts on sale.!>:' 'fli';;.!!lrioits asp.~~s"'<~f
spring break vacationing;· ,
·· ·

Security
Notes
Feb. 15, 12:40 a.m.
A non-student was arrested
in the Village for criminal trespassing after he was warned
. several times to stay off campus.
Feb. 13, 5 a.m.
·A ·Macintosh computer _keyboard was reported stolen out
of the third floor lounge in
Kuhlman Hall.

-

m1:pe:1=~

~

:l: : : . ,

Feb. 11, 6:30 p.m.
A stude~t from Kuhlman
Hall reported the hubcaps were stolen from her
Chevrolet Corsica.

Please
crime
tivities
curity

report any campus
or suspicious acto Safety and Seat x-1000.
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National event draws local support

Students to help clean up hunger
Over 100 Xavier students will
join students from 148 schools
nationwide in the tenth annual
Hunger Cleanup on Saturday,
March 19.
The students will volunteer
their time and energy for a half
day at over fift.een sites around
Cincinnati to complete community service projects and raise
money for the needy.
"The Hunger Cleanup edu-.
cates participants about hunger
and homelessness and what can
be done about them. The project
takes students out of the 'ivory
tower' of student isolation and
injects them into the world of the
hungry and the homeless," said
Benjamin Urmston, S.J.,
Xavier's director of Programs in
Peace and Justice.
The. Hunger Cleanup, organized at Xavier by the Service
Fellows, has two main goals beyond the a.ctual work that gets
done at the sites.
The primary goal is to create a
positive experience exposing a
large number of participants to
volunteering. Thesecondarygoal
is .to raise funds for local and·.
national charities;
Volunteers have the option of
getting individual sponsorships
from friends, professors, and
neighbors.
Other contributions may be
sent to Xavier's Dorothy Day·
House, with checks made payable to Xavier Pax Christi.
The Service, Fellows, led by
studentcoordmator Joseph'Sick- ·

photo by Darr 81188

Xavier students Clary McLaU!fhlin and Christel Heraldsift throU!fh
donated shoes at the Drop-In Center during last year~ HuTllfer
Cleanup. This year, the HU11!fer Cleanup is on March 19.
ing, decided to give 50 percent of
the proceeds to the Ioe8I Bethany .
House, a shelter for homeless
women and children, and 50 percent to the National Student Campaign Against Hunger· and
Homelessness, where the money
will be divided between domestic
education, training programs,
and international efforts to end
hunger.
Anyone who would like to par-

: ticipate in the Hunger Cleanup as
a sponsor, driver, or volunteer,
can call Emily Willson at 9858071
through March
11.
.
.
Volunteers will meet in front
oftheUniversityCenterat9a.m.
March 19 before carpooling to
various l«;>eations including Sign
of the Cross Housing, Race Street
TenantOrganiZation Cooperative
(RESTOC), and Our Daily Bread
soup kitchen; . . .

find one. But if you1r~)'nurs~
ing student who wants t~

be it(

resp~ct you deserve: And with the added

command of your own. ca~eer, consider

benefits only the Army can offer.:..:..a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances. and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com·

patients and.responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1·800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. IE ALL YOU CAN•·
1m
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THE XAVIER

Staff Editorial

NEWSWIRE

Guess who's coming
to graduation

A STUDENTS' JOURNAL

©Copyright 1994
Circulation 3000

In the old days, a commencement speaker was
invited to Cincinnati by the president of the university, but times they are a-changin'.
And this is an opportunity we just can't miss.
Now that SGA President Stephen Zralck and his
partners have secured student input in the decision
on who to invite to graduation dinner, so to speak,
it's time to come up with a wish list. But that might
be difficult.
Maybe we should send a gesturc'of goodwill to
surrounding neighborhoods. In exchange for closing Ledgewood peacefully, we could invite North
Avondale resident and Cincinnati Mayor Roxanne
Qualls. But isn't she on the blacklist of the Council
for Community Values? Should we be concerned
with questions surrounding her sexuality?
After all, we're in the business of promoting
traditional family values. Famous newsmen like
Peter Jennings wouldn't qualify: he's divorced, and
he doesn't even hold a college degree. Never mind
the national spotlight he could shine on dear XU.
We need a family person, preferably a woman to
indicate our dedication to gender equity. A local
celebrity with a national reputation would be ideal.
Holy St. Ignatius, please don't' leave us with
Marge Schott.
-B.R.P. & D.S.
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Crossing borders fCithe heart of community
campus. Community is not passive, so that
its members do not feel comfortable in
MIKE.llAsENMUEUER
expressing how they feel about events
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
unfolding with them and around them.
Community is not asking for students'
What is the Xavier Community, and who
help by giving them a list of demands for
·are we to question it? We are just members
improving community relations .. Community
who are concerned about its health. We have is not valued in dollars and cents, but is
noticed some things in the Xavier Community. measured i_n the rich humanity of its memthat we feel are contrary to its .ideals. We ·
bers. (Thus, it cannot really be me·asured.
make our complaint not as a means of
It is too valuable.)
expressing anger, but as a hope for the
renewal of our community.
· -- ··
Xavier has the great fortune of being small
in size and is therefore capable of nurturing a
sense of working together: In fact~ it might, ···
have been the term "Xavier Community"
that attracted many of.us to Cincinnati in the
first place.
.
But the Xavier Community is much more ·
than just an admissions catch-phrase.
Community is a dy0ainic being: a coming .
together of ideas .and values through the
mutual pursuit of di.versities, a coming
together of individurus who work together. not
for themselves but for the good of the
Community is not one sitting behind the
community.
desk with a deaf ear to the immediate needs
Community is the crossing of borders
of the community. Community is not
together with responsibility being shared
imposed values; it is trust in the human spirit
through cooperation, mutual respect and
and in education. It is the belief that values
will arise from the community's vision and
open-mindedness. In short, community
the relations of its members.
makes us feel at home.
Community is not the shoving aside of the
Discussion should take place in the
existence of racism and sexism on our
community, not in some confmiog_o.ffice

BY BRIAN smncLiw AND

~om·rru •ni It~

~

where only two or three can participate. The
goals and needs of the community must be
addressed not by the few or the one but by

all.
Like most communities, ours has leaders
and followers. At times we are leaders; at
other times we are followers. As followers,
we must give our leaders respect, respect that
stems from their importance as leaders in the
community. But when we realize that
something is occurring that violates the ideals
of the community or is harmful to the
community or any of its members, we must
object not only as members of the community, but as hwnan beings.
Xavier has so much on which to build, so
much to offer. But a healthy Xavier Community cannot be accomplished without cooperation and dialogue. Just as the health of
our community is an on-going issue, we will
continue addressing this in coming weeks.
If our language and metaphor seem
ambiguous and you find you have ideas to
add to it, then we have succeeded. Nothing is
learned if we say our piece and let it be lost
from our awareness. Listen. Respond.
Talk. Reach out into the community and ask
the questions you have about it. Take an
active role and share your thoughts with
others as you listen to theirs.
Our community shares a language which
grew out of our experiences together. It is a
community language. The community
sp~ll~!! .. !lnd we must liste!J.
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Letters to the editor
be like mine. I'm still not sure
what really deadened my
pain-the morphine or the love.
As God is my witness, no
amount of fame, fortw1e or
power will ever make me feel as
rich as you all have. Likewise,
no statement or expression of
gratitude could ever convey my
On September 25, 1993, the
eternal appreciation; respect
Black Student Association had
and admiration for those who
its fir·st general body meeting of
this academic year. In partner- extended their consideration
and prayers toward me.
ship with Recreational Sports
Those of you who know me
and the Student Activities
know I like to talk ... a lot. So it
Council, the "getting to know
you" event began with a tour of · should n~t be surprising that I
would like to call out "a few"
the Minority Affairs/ Black .
names.
Student Association house and
. Special thanks to Father
included many ilitroductions,
Hoff and Father Kennealy for
agenda and games. The event
seeing to it that I am given
culmiDated at the O'Connor
ample time to recover while my
Sports Center with a barbecue.
education is temporarily
Due to the chilly and rainy
delayed. I am forever ingratiweather, however, it was not
ated to Mrs. Rosemary
possible for many of our
McCullough and Minority
comrades tojoin us.
Affairs, Mrs. Celeste Goodloe
I have m'any fond memories
of that day embedded within my and Admissions, Dr. Merelyn
Bates-Mims and Affirmative
heart since it is the last memory
Action, Ms. Cynthia Bellenger
I have of being active with the
and S.A~C., Dr. Trudelle
organizati~n. Ironically, that
Thomas, Dr. Doris Jackson and
day was one of the most special
academic advising, Ms·: Virginia
and tragic days of my life. It
was the day my position as chief Hewan and the education
department, darling Darlene
executive f'in B.S.A. was both
and Physical Plant, Mrs. Sara
announced and dispelled. I
Crosset, Ms. Kathy Hammett
discovered the latter a few days
later when I regained conscious- and I.S.S., Dr. Eric Anderson,
Commuter Services, Mrs.
ness from an automobile
Teresa Hamilton and her sister,
accident.
and the B.S.A. Thank you all
As many of you know, I was
for absolutely everything!
pretty shook up-literally. I
Thanks also to Mrs. Marie
ended up with a broken neck
and a fractured pelvis. I realize Toon and Financial Aid, Rho
Xi chapter, Delta Sigma Theta
these two consequences are
Sorority, Sigma Gamma
blessings in themselves when I
chapter, Alpha Phi Alpha
reflect on what I just barely
Fraternity, Mr. Travis Tooson,
missed.
Mrs. Dionne Williams, Miss
I might have been grossly
Gabrielle Price, Prestene
discontented the day I regained
Williams and all the rest of my
consciousness had it not been
friends who are too numerous
for all the flowers, balloons,
to print here.
cards, candy, gifts and visitors
crowding my view. I received
I would also like to share the
countless tender kisses, welllimelight with my family, the
wishings, and, most importantly, · people who had to put up with
all of the crying, doubting,
prayers. If there was ever a
time I was proud to be part of
hurting and finicky behavior we
Xavier University and appreinjured people are entitled to.
ciative of its community, it
I love my mother Sister Irene
didn't top this.
Swain for stuffing me with
. They say you find out who
plenty of fruits, vegetables and
your true friends are when you
dollars. I love my sister-mother
are down. I can honestly say I
Barbara Arnold for helping me
could put myself to sleep
get dressed all of those weeks,
counting mine jump over a
for r:aoking and serving me food
fence. I wish everyone's
like clockwork, for administerrecovery from misfortune could ing my medicines on time, and

Love: the
best kind of
medicine

"I hate so much the situation in which I am living that I am no
longer feeling like talking about it to people." This statement comes
from a 22 year-old female who lives in a country where less than
one percent controls over 50 percent of the wealth, one child dies
every five minutes, and 90 percent of the people make less than
$150 a year.
This individual, Carolle, has experienced more in those 22 years
than many of us will in our entire lives. She has lived through
widespread fa~e, disease, destruction, and just when she saw
hope in sight, a military coup. This individual is from Haiti, the
poorest country in the western hemisphere.
When I met Carolle during my visit in the summer of 1992
almost a year after the coup, the Haitians were full of hope and
faith. They thought it could only get better, but two years later,
due to a lack of vital interest and support from the rest of the
world, conditions have worsened.
The United Nations has imposed a total embargo 01,1 Haiti which
does not allow oil, weapons,· and other traded goods to enter or
leave the country. Consequently, Haitians are limited to about two
hours of electricity a day, and clothes are expensive and rare. Jobs
and food are only talked about because you cannot find or get
them.
The point of the embargo is to restore Haiti's legitimately elected
president, the Reverend Jean-Bertrand Aristide. When the
embargo was fll'st installed over two years ago, the poor were
willing to suffer it if it meant the overthrow of the military dictatorship.
•
However, this is not how it is working, and the Haitians are
becoming discouraged. The gliinmering white Presidential Palace,
which is two city-blocks long, still has plenty of electricity, lights,
and fuel. There have been holes in the embargo that allow the
military to obtain contraband fuel from the Dominican Republic.
No action is be~g taken to close these loopholes.
Now Carolle tells me that "Hope is gone, and the people are
questioning the existence of God. Are we sure of God? Where is
He? Why us? Why Haiti?" When I first met Carolle, she was very
confident that something positive would come out of such a devastating situation. It now appears that one of the most confident
individuals I know is losing her faith that a happy ending will come
to such a bleak situation. The person that writes this is not the
same individual that I met that summer. If the Haitians lose their
faith and hope, it all becomes very self-destructive.
Something needs to be done, and it inust he done very quickly.
"At last," Carolle says, "Haiti is on death row, waiting day by day,
minute after minute, and second after second for the final blow."
Actions must be taken to keep motivating, fighting, and praying for
all of the people of Haiti.

Amy Harpenau
Junior

for sitting patiently in waiting
rooms during my doctor
appointments and the whole 28
hours I was in emergency. I
love Barbara for ramming me
into walls with my wheelchair
(my nurse took away her
driver's license), for doing my
hair so cute, for assisting with
my hygiene, for letting me cry,
and for being my sister.
I love my.personal beW
servant niece Anitra for letting
me sleep with the T. V. on and
the fan down many nights,
Brother-in-law Tom and those
muscles that lifted me on and
off the couch, my "other"
chauffeur and brother Minister
Robert Swain, my Uncle
Clarence and cousin James who
came to· see me every day, my
significant other Jason Prohett
and his parents who kept my
spirits up and never let me get
bored, my pastor, Mrs. Lillie
Mae Green for her support, and
all my other friends and family.
I know there are some names
floating in my head that I have
failed to acknowledge. At this
time, I am going to use one of
my injured person's pri~eges
and blame my lack of memory
on the morphine (or illegible
handwtjting of many wellwishers).
Fortunately, all praise be to
our Creator,.I am recovering
quite nicely. I hope the families
of the two young women who
were recently involved in the
automobile accident will find as
much comfort in all of our
prayers as my family did.
Incidentally, I read a
passage in the Catholic Digest a
while ago about a 30-year-old
mentally challenged man who
believes God lives under his
bed. In the words of his sister,
who narrated the story, I'd like
to share a very important lesson
that I have come to learn,
again, with you all:
· "MyobfiKations, myfear,
my pride, my circumstances all
become disabilities wizen I do
IWt submit them to Christ... Not
confmed by inteUectual reasoning, wlum he comes to Christ,
he always comes as a child."
I will never forget you all,
and I hope you never forget that
I love you. May God bless you
all.
Addie Lisa Swain
Sophomore
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Ointons' health care plan reveals lack of planning
BY CINDY MARKWELL

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The Clintons' health plan is the most
ambitious social program undertaken by
the U.S. government since Social Security.
The outcome of the current debate over
health care is unknown, but many people
feel that if this plan is put into effect, the
results could he disastrous for everyone. It
is important that everyone ask questions
and start thinking about what it could
mean for you in the future.
The first question we must ask ourselves is this: Is there a "Health Care
Crisis," as President Clinton is telling us?
I claim there is not.
We have one of the best health care
systems in the world. This is not to say
there are not problems which need to be
addressed, such as cost and large malpractice settlements'. However, 85 percent of
our population is covered by health insurance, and the ~ajority of these people are
very satisfied with the care they receive.
Most policies allow you to pick your own
doctor and have some control over what
treatment you receive.
We do, however, have some serious
problems with health insurance.
According to the White House, fifteen
percent of the population do not have any

THE

health insurance. The reasons for this
vary. Some young adults in good health
admit they don't feel a need for medical
insurance at this time. and will wait until
they are older. Other people are not offered medical insurance through their jobs
and cannot afford to pay for private insurance, which for a single person
can run anywhere from $300 to
over $500 a month.
Another problem, according to
the Clintons, is that some people
are locked into jobs because they
can't afford to lose insurance. I
recently faced this problem myself. Because I must have health
insurance, I hung onto a job that
was wearing me down physically and mentally.
I finally left and converted to a COBRA
plan. This means that my former employer is obligated by federal law to offer to
continue my health insurance for up to
eighteen months after my departure. Although this provides insurance that is less
expensive than private insurance, my
former employer no longer helps pay for it.
This is why I must now pay $150 a month
for my Health Maintenance Plan.
All health care insurers offer. an open
enrollmentonemontha year, during which
time you can buy a private policy for $300

XAVIER

~EE YOUR NAME.
IN PRINT
Applications are now available for students
interested in guiding The Xavier Newswire
through its 80th year. All editorial positions are
available and everyone interested is encouraged to
apply. Pick up an application at the Information
Desk in the University Center, in the Lilwary or at
the Publications House located next to CBA.

The deadline for Editor-in-Chief applications is
March 9. Other applications are due March 16.
The new staff begins work the week of April 13.

'.ti·

to over $500 a month. This is another area
where reform is needed. Insurance companies can refuse to sell you insurance
because of a pre-existing condition. The
insurance companies already know you
are ill and will be making claims, and they
don't want to cut into their profits by
covering such people. Pre-existing conditions include problems like obesity, smoking, or
diabetes.
California hospitals are having serious financial problems
because of the illegal aliens they
treat at no charge. Many people
who live in Mexico come to California for free medical care.
Women will illegally cross the border to
have their children in the U.S. The children are born as citizens, and their parents arc able to get follow-up care for them
through U.S. ·social Services. Hospitals
pass these costs onto the people who do
have health insurance. This is obviously
an area that needs some type of reform to
control costs for everyone.
Low income citizens can't afford to pay
$300forinsuranceeachmonth. Mydaughter has not had any health insurance for
four years now. It scares me, hut in an
emergency she can be treated at almost any
hospital ~mergency room. I heard on a

talk radio program yesterday that if a
doctor in an emergency room refuses to
treat someone in danger because that person is without money or insurance, he/she
can be fined $25 thousand.
Okay, if you have a low income and
can't afford medical insurance, maybe you
could get a medical card through Medicaid. Don't count on it. This past December, in an attempt to decide what to do
about my job and insurance, I visited my
local Social Service Agency to see if I was
eligible fora medical card. I found outthat
I make too much money. A single person
with no·children has to have a gross income
oflcss than $184 a month. That's absurd!
This is another area in need of reform.
Thus, there are some problems with
our health insurance situation. However,
if 85 percent of our population has insurance and are happy with it, why tear down
the whole medical system and redo it for
the fifteen percent with a problem?
Wouldn't it make more sense to address
the problems of the fifteen percent and not
mess with the rest?
It'sheen suggested that the Clintons test
their plan· on the fifteen percent before
implementing broad reform, but they
refuse to do so. Thus, another fourteen
percent of the Gross National Product will
go into the pocket of Big Brother.

WHAT OUR RESEARCH
PROGRAMS SPEND IS
NOTHING COMPARED
ID WHAT THEY SAVE.
We've funded a billion dollars worth of research.
But the lives saved make our research programs worth
more than dollars and cents can measure.
You can help prevent heart disease and stroke.
We can t.ell you how. Call 1-800-AHA-USAl.

..

American Heart Association~
This space provided as a public setvice. @1993, American Heart Association

Please caU 745-3130 ifyou liave any questiolls.
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XU. falls in 2 OT's on national TV

Somebody had to lose

S/; PORTS
Sports calendar

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
ESPN got what they wanted,
hut Xavier did not.
In the most exciting game of
the season, the Atlantic 10 was
one point, one second and one
loose ball too strong. George
Washington defeated the Musketeers 93-92 in a double overtime
thriller.
Vaughn Jones and the
Colonials put a dent in the Musketeers' NCAA tournament
hopes.
"I honestly thought whoever
had the hall last would win," said
GW Head Coach Mike Jarvis.
Jones's running one-hander
high off the glass with 0.8 seconds
remaining ruined perhaps the
biggest XU perimeter jumper of
the year.
Jeff Massey, who finished with
23 points, hit a 21-footer with
Omo ~oses in his face. He was
fouled, so when he hit the free
throw, XU was up 92-91 with 7 .2
seconds left to play. And then the
unthinkable happened-XU had

MEN'S BASKETBALL:
Butler 8:05 p.m. tonight
at Deroit Mercy 4 p.m. Saturday
Virginia Commonwealth 8:05 Feb. 23
Evansville noon Feb. 26 ESPN
at Loyola 8 p.m March 1
La Salle 8:05 p.m. March 3 (senior night)
MCC Tournament March 6-9 TBA
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
Butler 7 p.m tomorrow
Evansville 2 p.m. Saturday
Notre Dame 7 p.m. Feb. 26
at Detroit Mercy 7 p.m. March 3
MCC Tournament March 5-8 TBA
RIFLE:
at Lake Erie Championships Sat.
SWIMMING:
at MCC tournament Feb. 24-26

JeffMa.sssey

BASEBALL:
at Charleston Souther~ Feb. 25-27
at College of Charleston Feb. 28

BY E1'1METI PROSSER

HOC.KEY:
Kenyon 12:30 a.m. Saturday

ranking when Sykes slammed
a defensive lapse
"We went with our five best . home two of his eight points with
defenders in," said Pete Gillc.i. 2:48 to play. The Musketeers
"Jones went by Larry, and he were up 80-76. But GW pecked
[Sykes] didn't get help. He away, and when Jones sank two
[Jones] made a hell of a shot. We · free throws to tic the game at 82
made a miraculous shot to get with 27 seconds left,thcy had to
ahead, they made a tough shot to go anothm· five minutes.
XU had another chance to win
heat us."
Grant said the team spoke of the game when Pete Sears pulled
up for a short jumper, hut it was
stopping GW.
"It was like a celebration, [ af- blo<;.:ked by Jones.
"They're used to big games.
ter Massey's shot]," he said.
"Then we got together and said They've been in some real pits,"
wecan'tletthcmscore. Youcan't said Gillen of GW. "Coming in
put a breakdown on any one man. here was like a cruise for them."
Grant played his best game of
It was a team effort."
the year scoring 28 points and
Sykes took it hard.
"I'm so upset I let him drive grabbing 16 rebounds.
Nimbo Hammons scored 21,
thewholeway," Sykessaid. "I'm
a little messed up right now." . buttheywereallhig. GW shot61
Xavier had a chance to win the percent in the first half and was
game in regulation, but after only up three.
"He was huge," said Head
Mich11el Hawkins hit a the biggest
three pointer of the game to get X Coach Mike Jarvis. "I'm sure
back within striking distance, he there were a lot of people in the
missed two free throws with 1.2 Cincinnati and Kentucky area
seconds remaining and the game saying how the hell did we let this
kid get out of here."
went extra.
Kwame Evarts led the Colonials
The Musketeers looked to he
in control of keeping their top 25 with 25 points.

Butler vs. Xavier

Boys of swnmer begin season
Game time: 8:05 p.m. tonight
· Place: Cincinnati Gardens
TV/Radio: 700 WLW
AP Rankings: XU tied for 29th

The baseball team will begin action over spring break. The
Musketeers will start in Charleston, S.C. Look for the baseball
preview in the March 9 issueof The Newswire. The first home
game is March 12 vs. Ohio.
WATER WONDERS: The XU swim teams were victorious last
weekend. The Women defeated Morehead State 65-19 while the
men won60-47 .Suzanne Silbersack won the 50 freestyle with a
time of 26:38. Steve Jones took home the 200 IM title with a time
of 2:05:21.
KILLER BEES: The Xavier Ice B squad posted a 4-1 victory in the
All-Seasons league Thursday. Tim Tate, Josh Chambers and
Brian Doherty all scored goals for XU. The team is undefeated.
Their next game is Feb. 20 at All-Season~ ice rink at 10: 15 p.m.
NO SPRING BREAK: TIU! Newswire will not he puhlished next
week due to the upcoming week off. But XU' steams won't be doing
much beach combing. The basketball squads have a full schedule.
The rifle, baseball and swimming teams are all in action. The next
Newswire will he published March 9. Look for MCC basketball
tournament coverage.
MCC MANIA IN MARCH: Tickets for the MCC men's and
women's basketball tournaments are now on sale. All women's
tickets are $5. Men's tickets are $12, $10 and $5. Tickets are
available at the XU ticket office.
POU. POSITION: The men's basketball team is tied for 29th in
the AP poll ~dis 38th in the USA Today Coaches poll.
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Xavier Record: 16-4 (4-1)
Butler Record: 12-11 (4-3)
Series Record: XU leads 24-14
Last meeting: 1/15/94 XU 86c80

I

Travis Trice has not given the help Jermaine Guice needed on a
consistent basis for Butler to take their program to the next level
Guice is fourth in the MCC in scoring at 18.3 But Jeff Massey's play
of late has given the Musketeers a scorer in the hackcourt.

1

If the game stays close, XU could be in trouble because Butler
leads the MCC in free throw percentage. Guice leads the conference,
shooting 77 percent from the cha1·ity stripe. Xavier is only shooting
at a 65 percent clip from the line.

11i;~:·lllil'i!I

Butler and Xavier both average 38.5 rebounds per game in the
MCC, hut the Bulldogs do not have a consistent scorer inside. Brian
Grant's monster performance doesn't help John Taylor (11. 7, 7.1)
and the rest of the BU frontcourt.

®

BUTLER

WithoutquestionthisisagamethatXUhastohave. Theirmargin
for error is now history. Butler has nothing to lose. They lost a close
one at Hinkle Fieldhouse to XU 86-80 last month, hut the Bulldogs
are 3-9 away from campus. The Musketeers are 10-1 at home.
.The Musketeers are due for a blowout.:.._J.oyola seems like ages ago. Guice and Trice are the keys
to ~he Bulldog offense. If either one is held below their average XU should have iio problem winning
~ g~~by do.uble figures~.~ guys by 14. E.P•

. . -~· .. '
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XU bubble not broken yet
Emmett
Prosser
Sports editor

photo by Holly Brook..

Pete Sears (35) shoots over Anthony Wife (52) and Alvin Pearsall
ofGeorge Washington. XlJ lost in double OT, 93-92.

The tightrope, the fence, the
thin line.
Cincinnati PostcoltmmistPaul
Daugherty raised the question:
"How many teams are 16-4 and
worried about being on the
b1tbblc?"
Xavier is.
Yes, the 16-4markisoneofthe
25 best in the country. But without the safety net of an automatic
conference bid, the nervousness
showed after the 94-93 double
overtime hearthreaker to George
Washington.
"This hurts," said Michael
Hawkins. "But we showed the
committee that we can play ball."
16-4 right now might look like

"Of course they should still get
bul>blcstatus. But George Washington Coach Mike Jarvis made a bid," saidMacWilliams. "Anyhis feelings known where Xavier one who says Xavier is on the
should reserve thcfr hotel rooms bubble is feeding you bull."
Though the MCC is weak,
for in mid march.
"You look at this game today Mac\Villiams said that someone
and you take Xavier," he said. from the league will still go.
"You cannot tell me that the
"If we continue to win, you take
GW too. There are not 63 teams committee Will not take a team
in this country better than Xavier from the 12th rated conference in
the countr.y ," said Mac Williams.
or George Washington."
So is Xavier on the fence or
You're right Mike, but don't
forget about the Coastal aren't they?
"Xavier University is always
Carolina's and the Rider's of the .
world that make those cameo ap- on the bubble," said Gmnt.
But when they've walked the
pearances in the big show.
plank,
thcy'vcnever had to jump.
Xavier still has a great shot at
XU
received at-large bids in
going to the NCAA. Their role of
1990
and
1993. And if you asked
Goliath in college basketball's verwhether
the
Musketeers were desion of the Bible can only help
serving
of
those,
ask John Ththem. The scare they gave Incliompson
of
Georgetown
and Tim
ana will not be forgotten.
"I think this game was a posi- Floyd of New Orleans.
"The bid will probably come
tive for both teams," said XU
Coach Pete Gillen. "Whether that down to Xavier and Evans\illc in
means we are good enough to go to the MCC championship at Hinkle
Fieldhouse on March 9," said
the tournament, I don't know.
Andy MacWilliams who cov- MacWilliams.
XU is 29th in t.he AP poll. The
ers XU for WLW says the talk of
NCAA is within reach.
blowing bubbles is ludicrnus.

EVERY ·S'f:INDA·Y

.THE PEl'E GILLEN SHOW LIVE
wi,th Andy MacWilliams on 700WLW Radio
Meet-Pete Gillen every.~unday,· only· at

FURMAN'S SPORTS CAFE
4600 MONTGOMERY ROAD• CINCINNATI. OHIO

.Game Tune· 9:00 P.M.

-----------·-----------~

Good Luck Muskies!
Present this coupon and receive
$2.00 off any food or drink purchase any: time Sunday through
J"hursd~y, only at Furman's.

.
. . ~. and.
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_wit~you·,
. . the Owner. IAl
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Madsen's 46 sets
·school record
llANLEY

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Whatever shooting problems
the Lady Musketeers had recently
became a faint memory last
Thursday at La Salle.
The Muskies used a three-point
barrage to bury the Explorers,
85-76.
Carol Madsen led the long
range assault, hitting five of six
threes in a mammoth 46 point
effort.
"It was just one of those
nights," said a typically modest
Madsen.
XU made eight threes overall
and shot a blistering 60 percent in
the second half to propel them to
their fifth conference victory.
More importantly, however,
was the fact that the win came on
the road against a 15-6 La Salle
team.
"We really needed a game like
this to relax and get ready for the
stretch run," said Madsen.
This stretch run includes all
three conference teams that they
lost to earlier in the season.
The first post time for XU will
be this Thursday at Schmidt
Fieldhouse against Butler University. They will he trying to
avenge a 30 point loss Jan. 15 to
the Bulldogs.
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Rifle awaits NCAA rankings

La Salle falls to XU

BY KIPP

WEEK

BY STACY RECKER
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Like the basketball team, the
rifle team is in limbo, waiting for
a spot in this year's NCAA Championships.
Wes Robinson, who secured
himself an individual place with
an 1155 in smallbore and a 387 in
air rifle, thinks the team will sneak
in the last slot in smallbore (8th)
and at least the third position in
air rifle.
Not only is the team riding the
fence in smallbore, but a number
of the Muskies are hoping that
their scores from Saturday's sectional will make the cut-off point.
· "I just hope my 1152 in
smallbore and especially my 378
· in air rifle are good enough," said
Kathleen Kenyon.

But she isn't the only one with
her fingers crossed.
.
.
Andrea Lorenz and Bill
Caldwell, with their smallbore
scores in the low 1150's, .have a
good chance for qualificl;ltion as ·
well as Jill Caldwell's 382 in air
rifle.
Last year's freshman sensation Jason Parker, who finished
second overall last year, will once ·
again give his competitors a real
run for their money.
His sectional score of 1171 in
smallbore and· a school record
394 in air rifle will bring him a
pbot•' Lr Stacy Recker
very high seed at the champion~
ships in March.
Jason Parker
According to Coach Alan JoIn the meantime, the Muskeseph, Jason has the capability of
being first overall this year since teers will compete in two conferhis scores get better with added ence championships as a final
tune-up for the NCAA's.
ressure.

photo by Holly Broob

Carol Madsen scored a school
record 46points Thursday.
Evansville and Notre Dame
come to town in the following week
to complete the final homestand
of the season.
Xavier ends the '93-'94 campaign with a tough road game
against the Titans of Detroit
Mercy.
A win here would not only give
the Muskies momentum but it
would give them a much higher
seed in the MCC Championships.
The tournament will be held at
Hinkle Fieldhouse on the campus
ofButler University in Indianapolis March 5-8.

Mason Area - Distribution Center
ALLSIDFTS
Entry - Level Postions
We are interviewing for full-time, entry-level
postions in our new Distribution Center. Postions
include sewing machine operators, direct embroidery operators and order picking.
We offer a team environment with advancement
opportunity and cross training pay, medical benefits, overtime, attendance bonus, paid holidays,
profit sharing, 401(k) and more.
Apply Monday - Friday 7am - 5pm in our application center at 6800 Cintas Blvd. off Western
Row Rd., near 1-71. Mail to: Alice Lavery,
Recruiter, Cintas, P.O. Box 625737, Cincinnati,
OH 45262-5737.
i:•iil::~ .
IJ.:.

)

ARE YOU IN NEED OF SOME EXTRA $$$ ?

HAVE WE GOT
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR· YOU/II
The HYDE PARK THRIFTWAY
FOOD•DRUG is in need of

mat.ure part-time employees!
Where could we find better
potential employees than at
Xavier Univ~rsity!!

Thrlftway offers ..•
•
Flexible scheduling - perfect for
•
•
•
•
•

coljege. students, homemakers, retirees,
and ... YOU!!
Medical insurance
Retirement plans, including 401 (k) and
profit sharing
Paid vacation & holidays
Advancement opportunities
Friendly working environment

We at Thriftway Food•Drug want you to be part of
our family. You can make a difference!
Fill out an application today at the Hyde Park

Thrlftway, 3872 Paxton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
45209. .
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IVERSIONS
Art cures winter blahs
Four artists are coming together to present their exhibits. Marty
Kalb shows his collection Holocaust which is a series of charcoal
. sketches based on pictures and stories from the Holocaust. Paul
Winternitz presents his hand toned photographs. Re.foe!; Refuge;
Refugee," Refuse, by Duane McDiarmid acts out the pain animals
have gone through during oil spills and the pain-staking task of
removing oil from the spill site through his own body movements.
Victoria Vesna explores the question of how detached we are in
her video Another Day in Paradise. This joint exhibit runs from
Feb.18toMarchl8atCincinnatiArtists'GroupEffort(C.A.G.E.)
at 344 W. Fourth Street.
·
ART EXHIBIT IS SIMPLYMADE-AU preconceived notions of an
absolutewayofmakingartmustbeabandonedatthedoorofSimply
made in America. now showing downtown at the Cincinnati Arts
Center, Simply made inAmerica expl~res connections between art
and life using simple, everyday materials from bubble gum and light
bulbs to garden hose and old water heaters.
Organized by the Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art in
Ridgefield, Conn., Simply made in America is on view at the
Contemporary Arts Center through March 24th. Admission is free
on Sundays and Mondays.
Also showing at the Contemporary Arts Center is an exhibition
by Emily Cheng. Her computer generated-nionoprintsof electronically printed graphics are put together in a jigsaw formation to
explore "our visual history" and "current cultural dialogue."
This exhibit runs through Mar. 20.
COLLEGE STUDENTS GET- A BREAK -;Lake Buena-Vista,.
Fla.-College students get "extra credit" at Walt Disney World
during spring break with Disney Break.
This popular program offers significant savings both on theme
park and Pleasure Island admissions. For $25 (plus tax) students
can enjoy a day at Epcot '94, the Magic Kingdom, or Disney-MGM
Studios.
For an additional $5 (plus tax) add-on, a whole night of fun
awaits at Pleasure Island, Disney's nighttime entertainment mecca.
This offer is good Feb. 15 to Mar. 25 for students with valid
college I.D. Students must be 18 or older to take advantage of the
Pleasure Island add-on. Tickets are available at Walt Disney World
ticket locations and.Disney's Ocala Welcome Center on 1-75. ·
NOMINATIONS DUE- The staff of Programs in Peace and Justice
are accepting nominations for the Dorothy Day Medal. This award
is given to Xavier students who have shown the Jesuit ideal of the
service of faith and the promotion of justice.
Students must have a 2.5 grade point average and be·of senior
standing. Students are encouraged to have a peace studies concentration, but it is not necessary.
LAST CHANCE FOR MASS - Don't forget. Today is Ash Wednesday, a holy day of obligation. Tonight's student Mass is at 10:30
p.m. after the basketball game.
GOOD NEWS - Guess what? Only nine days until Spring Break
1994! Have fun and drive safely.
If you go to the beach, be careful-you could get cancer. If you
go skiing, be careful-you could fall down and kill yourself. If you
go home, tell your parents to be careful.:..-by being in the house with
them too long you may just have to kill them. Other than that, have
a great time!
compiled by Pamel• H.

Le.JiiP

rue pboto
Paw rocked Kif&ore s with the Doug/Woys Saturday.

Just doin' it for the fun
BY PAMELA

H.

LEAIHGH

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

I~ this little world ~f copycat
follow-the-mainstream bands,
you rarely see a hand who is doing
their own thing and having fun,
much less two bands.
These two bands are Paw and
the Doughboys and they rocked
Kilgore's last Saturday.
Paw is from Lawrence, Kan-.
sas, and consists of Mark
Hennessy (vocals), Grant Fitch
(guitarist/writer), Peter Fitch
(drummer), and Charles· Bryan
(bassist).
They' went to college together
but none of them was really successful in school so they decided
to start a band. They all dropped
out of college to concentrate on
the band and their music.
They write from their experiences. Mark Hennessy believes
his music isn't what the mainstream is looking for. It's stuff he
can relate to, and if other people
enjoy it then he is flattered-if
not, he really doesn't care.
He gets his .inspir~tion from
"literature, emotions, and visual
images," and from "pictures and
images thatbringoutastoryline."
Paw has been compared to
greats such as Ted Nugent and
Soul Asylum.
Their songs are sometimes stories from their lives. Hennessy

wrote "Jessie," which is a song
about his dog who tried to run
away with him, but Mark yelled
at it and told it to go home. Jessie
turned around and they haven't
seen
since.
"Couldn't have known" is the
story of a mother shark who was
caught in F1orida while she was
pregnant. The guys in the band
watched as she gave birth on the
deck of the boat.
While talking with Hennessy
atKilgore's, I saw he was simply
doing this forfun. "You don't do
this kind of thing for profit," he
said.
As for being popular, "are your
feelings of anger going to be popular?" he asks.
He doesn't write his songs to
be popular. To him his songs are
his personal journal.
As to being in a band itself,
Hennessy says "It's always been
hard and it's always been fun.
It's the kind offun when you're
laughing and falling down all the
time."
According to reviews, their
idea of fun is very popular. Critics like Roger Morton from New
Musical Express Magazine say
he'll "powder over [his] tattoos"
if you find a ban.d like them.
The band likes touring, especially becauseofthe places they've
been and the Doughboys.
They met because they were
both on the A&M label and did
shows together every now and

rum

then.
The Doughboys are from
Canada. They joined together
after John Kastner, lead singer/
writer, left The Asexuals, a very
popular punk band. They recorded their first album Whatever and then their second Home
Again.
The Doughboys are John
Kastner (vocals, drums),
Jonathan Cummins (guitar, vocals), Paul Newman (drums), and
Peter Arsenalt (bass).
With the success of their two
albums, they toured Europe,
America, Canada and the United
Kingdom to huge audiences and
received rave reviews.
Doughhoys .love playing live
and average 200 shows a year.
Kastner says being on the road so
much "chills your senses ... it's a
weird head spin."
Kastner loves the tour so far.
"The shows have been chaos," he
says. "That's a great thing."
Talking to him you realize, he
tooisonlyinitforthefun. "When
itstopsbeingfunl'llstop." Asfor
now, they're just going to keep
writing songs.
The bands compliment each
other's styles. Both a little heavy,
.both a li~tle melodic.
Their lyrics have messages that
apply to themselves, and if the
mainstream catches on and likes
it that's fme. If not, oh well.
H you missed them, you missed
out.
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Try someplace different for break
Br PAMELA LEAHIGH
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
H your friends are bickering
about where to go for Spring
Break this year, may I make a
suggestion? Go to Cartersville,
Ga.
Right now you're saying
where? Do they have skiing? Good
bars? What's so great about
Cartersville, Ga?
I have an answer for all those
questions. ldon'tknowaboutthe
skiing, it is Georgia after all. I
dido 't go to any bars in the three
days I was there last March. The
great thing is the people.
I guess I should explain. Remember the big snow storm after
spring break last year when everyone was stuck somewhere? I
was stuck in ~artersville. For
three days.
The people who inhabited this
little rest stop were a quaint bunch
to say the least ..

We'd spent the night on the
road in a mini van in a fifty-three
mile hack-up justoutsideAtlanta.
When things started moving
again, we pulled off at the nearest
. rest stop. During this twenty
minute crawl, we saw three of
Georgia's eight snow plows stuck
on the side of the road. This was
a had omen.
None of the other hotels in the
complex would take us in because
they were all booked. Risa, the
super nice manager at the Super
8 Motel, let us stay despite the fact
they were booked.
"Come on in. We don't have
any roomsanymorebutfmd yourselves a nice place on the floor if
you want," she drawled and then
got fired up when she found out
about the other hotels and their
lack of hospitality. "What if it
were their parents or their children? Well that just makes me
mad."
The manager of Jim's Steak
and Eggs, a restaurant in the little
complex, opened his doors and

had a teant of volunteers helping

Mter breakfast, we just hung
out in the lobby of the hotel, where
thing that needed water (there people were melting snow in the
was no running water) but he microwaveandmakingcoffeeand
tea with it.
would do anything else.
Every five minutes there were
Best breakfast I ~ver had .
(Sorry Dad, it was· better than conflictingr~ports about the main
your pancakes.)
road I- 75. "75 is opening tomorFor those who dido 't want row." "75isopeningtoday." "75 ·
breakfast type food, the Arby's is never opening again." The rawas b-"ing run by a girls softball dio stations were playing "tastes
team from some college. They great, less filling" with themselves.
notified the manager someho'V
We did everything we could
and worked all day.
think of to pass the time including
Since there was no water, that singing which got us invited to a
meant none of the toilets could be wedding.
flushed. One couple in the Super
A lady and. her fiancee had
·8 found a way around that prob- been trapped in the hotel by the
lem. They melted snow in their snow. The entire wedding party
hot pot and filled the tank.
was there so they decided to go
. Asmyfriendandlwentsearch- ahead with it anyway. At five
ing for them we stumbled across o'clock, we crantmed fifty people .
two baptist ministers/truckers/ into the bridal suite and saw two
blacksmiths. They let us use their strangers get married~ The
toilet and gave us some nice warm bride's maid wore a running suit.
coffee. '.
Ourfearof running out offood
Later they invited us to stay on was calmed when a lady in an old
their floor so we wouldn 'the both- pickup truck appeared with fried
ered by all the noise in the hall.
chil'._~~n, chili, biscllits, gravy,

him out. He couldn't make any-

UNTIL YOU DO DONATOS,
YOU .HAVEN'T FOUND
. YOUR'·'FAVORITE!

631·5000
4600 Smith Rd.
Next to Cinema 11
in Central Parke Ceiter

mashed potatoes and other incredible and awesome food. Her
son works at the Super 8 and
called her to tell her about all the
people who were stuck. She had
spent the whole day cooking.
Still there were conflicting reports about I-75. "If you get on
75, the police will arrest you."
"75 is safe to drive on." "The
p~lice are arresting everyone who
drives on 7~ including.other police officers."
The ministers wouldn't let us
pay them hack. We tried taking
them to lunch hut they paid their
own way. We fmally got to take
one to dinner .. On his way hack
from the john, he paid the bill.
The only way they wanted us
to repay them was this: if we had
a chance to help someone the way
they've helped us, then we should.
If this sounds like the kind of
peopleyou'dliketohangoutwith,
go to Cartersville for Spring
Break. Be sure to visit Risa atthe
Super 8 and have the french toast
at Jim's Steak and Eggs.
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Reality Bites teaches four fri11eds tl1e realfacts ef life.

'Bites' is 'Singles' f or'94
BY JAY Ku.AGAYAN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

GET MONEY l'BOM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.

1·.

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
RCYl'C awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students.· If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees. They even pay a fiat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive

·
·. ·

an. ·allowance. of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship is in
etrect. Find out today if you qualify. .

ARMY ROTC

111 S1111TESr·'co•••~coD1sE nu cu.11D. · ·-

·~:.::•

fbr details, visit St. Barbara Hallor call
745-3846

·.'.

The new movie Reality Bites is about the hopeless ranks of the next
generation looking for enlightenment. It is the newest movie to enter
the Generation X video cabinet, seated right next to Some Kuul ef
Wondeiful and TheBrea!.:fastClub. But RealityBites avoids the high
school questions and takes a shot at the twenty-nothing generation's
question "ls there life after college?"
The movie opens with Winona Ryder as Lelaina Pierce giving the
commencement address and her answer to this question is lost in her
note cards somewhere so all she can say is "I don't know."
· The plot revolves around Lelaina' s video camera documentary of
life after college involving her best friend Troy (Ethan Hawke) a rebel
without a clue/poet/musician, who is in love with her.
The other comer ofthis movie's love triangle is formed by Michael
Grates (Ben Stiller), an executive of an MTV like station. He is
fascinated by her work and her nonconformity.
. The movie is simplistic and humorous, reflecting on the influences
of the 70s on the youth of the 90s. It defines the line between the
materialistic, money-grubbing culture of the real world and the
creative, personalized world.
Reality Biles opens this Friday.

STUDENT RESUME SERVICE
Graphics, Publications & Mailing Services I 48 Hour - Student Resume Service

Bring in your completed re~ume. (one page)* ·
on white bond and'tor $3.50 you 'Ii receive:

Is To Help

'··

··>- .25 Copies on 8.5 x lfwhite or off-white

Yau

classic laid «)rJinen finish

>

Get The

25 Second sheets. for your cover letters

·... ·.)... · 25 Matching Envelopes ·.

··Perfect

Plus...

A st~lionery file container •. ·

*Two-page resumes will be $5.25, same service.

Congratulations
Class of '94! !

"The cost is for supplies only - all labor is on us."

A Premium Service Ottered To The Students of Xavier University By:
Graphics, Publications & Mailing Services - Cohen Center X-3431
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Ca1npus Interviews
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IV1 a r ch 8, 19 9 --1

wednesday

.

• You punks will have to do without my subtle humor this week due to space restrictions.
Anyways, the men's basketball team has a game tonight ·at 8 p.m. in the Gardens.

thursday
The women's basketball team has a game tonight at 7 p.m .. at Schmidt Fieldhouse.

frida
• There are Chemistry lectures that I feel everyone should attend. Today's takes place at··
1:30 p.m. in Logan 101. .Today's topic has something to do with nutrition and meat.

OLDE offers:
12-18 month.paid training program
Potential six-fipre !_ncome
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent c~in~unication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to
excel, sign up for an on-campus interview on
March 8; 1994 in the Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606

• Tonight the Xavier Big Band remembers, "When Swing Was King." It's a festival in honor of the
time when it was cool to stay up late, drink a lot, and then pass out on rich people's hack yards. Go to the
Main Dining Hall at 9 p.m. and pay $3 and they'll let you dance arotmd for a few hours.
• The Xavier men's volleyball team has a match against Dayton at 6:30 p.m. in Schmidt Fieldhouse.

tuesday
• Dr. Fontana slightly urged me to anno~nce an excitingenglish event. Today, and today only, Britton
Harwood of Miami University will speak on the importance of Chaucer's "Reeve's Tale." If you want
extra credit, go to the Terrace Room in the University Centi;ir at 7:30 p.m.

THE LITTLEPAGE INSTITUTE
People-Building Seminars to Help Enrich Your Life
9218 Hunters Creek D.-ive • Blue Ash, Ohio 45242
513-984-1840

Peter Lansing

Member NYSE and SIPC
An Equal Opportunity Employer

\ \ urd \\'it h t1 s::; Ill ill. flL'I" ,1d. 1\d L'llf'Y
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Registration
Information

••••••••••••

Wed., Morch 23. Special registration
hours ore 8:00om to 7:00pm.

••••••••••••••

"~i:if?'llH•Jll Undergraduate
"lfH:.:~J . ·
Students • Foll
q~::r priority registration begins Weds.,

· Morch 23 through Wed., Morch 30.
You will be assigned a registration date and
time.

CAPS & Graduate Students •

Priority
ope.n registration bE!gi.ris, Wed., M9r.c;b. ..~3.
c1;.:._.;:..:...:: _ .
' . :·;·.···:

~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS

CLASSIFIEDS
11wn t ,11 7-r:;-\;(1 I.(_ lti:-,-,j f iL·d Ll IL'" ,1 l"l' S.2"i I

Private & Croup Sessions/or: Weight Co11trol • Smoldll/f •Headaches
IMomnia • Relaxation • '"emory • Habit Control • Stress • Se{fConfide11ce • Pai11 Colltrol

'ii/~~:~·:~:;:-=· .

or send resume to:
OLDE Discotint Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

ll1 ~1Licl' ti l L1-,:-,ifivd ,1d in till' \,l\ iL'r NL'\\''-,\\·irl', l·,111till'1\d\'LTti:-,ing Dl'F1tlrt-

Certified Hypnotherapist

...rD:ifr

.

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in. the brokerage business. .

saturday

.
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All Students
.Eam $ to Cover
Find out how 500 students will
College Expenses
Unique part-time opportuniget the most out of their summer
with our program. Looking to fill ties to market long distance teleMgmt•. positions in Cincinnati, phone services for National TeleDayton, Springfield and Lexing- phone and Communications. Onton! ·Position offers great resume campus business opportunity
buildilig experience. Avg. sum- meeting to be held Thursday,
mer income between $6,(ij)O - .. February 17th. Call 779-0800 to
$8,000 (realistic). Mgmt. train- . conrll'lll a reservation.
. ing Progrilm and full-time support staff provided. Call 1~00Alaska Summer F.nqHymmt. 54.1-3792.
t1Bheries. Many earn $2,000+/
Travel Abroad and Work. mo. in canneries or $3,000 $6,000+/m~; ori: fishmg ·~essels.
Make up to $2,000..$4,000+/mo.
Forinfo; call:l;.206-5454155est.
teaching basic conversational
A5564 ..
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
Greeks & Clubs
moreuiformationcall: (206)632EARN.
1146 ext. J5564.
$50-$250
FOR YOURSELF
plus Up to 1500 for your club!
· Part-time advertising sales,
Cincinnati area, flexible hours, .
This fundraiser costs nothing
earn $350+ per week. Call Russ and lasts one week. Call now and
Brewer Wed-Fri at 771-5141 or recieve a free gift.
1-800-241-4684 after Fri.
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

Eam$500-$1000weeklystuffingenvelopes. Fordetails-RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to:
GROUPF1VE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
Walk to class from this super
2~hedroom house. Perfect for 4-

people. Big kitchen, A/C, Free
washer and dryer. 321-1884 I
531-5988~

•••SPRING BREAK '94• • •
· Cancoo, Bah~mas, Jamaica,
Florida & Padre! 110% ·Lowest
Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends ·and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TBAVEL (800) 328-7283.

Houses for rent: 3 to 6 bedrooms, free washer and dryers,
dishwashers, close to Xavier, all
recently remodeled. Call 6718335 or 891-2300.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
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10 Prejudice
1" Tln1dllk1
15 Ofllcl1I
rec:ordl
1 Oolllwogg
17 Deceptive 1..d.
111 None1uch
20 Cure
21 Tl1111t1bl11bbr.
23 N1llv1 of: IUll.
2" M1nd1t1
27 Allumptlon
21 Wtllt thl world
rewolvl1on
30 Rlngwln1
32 W1ve1
33 J11t
3" Ell
31 Dlt1rg1nt
38 C1l1b1r bl1n
1lk1lold
65
..0 Loud 1pe1k1r
"3 N.M. 1rt
colony
t01993 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
""Eminent
All RighlS Reserved
..a Grp. tor
IOldllfl
"7 Tr11ty l11t1r1
5 Comers
"9 Tiny
6 W1lllng50 Nece11lly
7 Old Fr. coin
51 - the bucket
8 Gulde
53 Sl1g11or
9 Nlbbles
ch1ng11
10 Frightening
55 N1w1p1per
1ound
notlc11
11 Wlll-o"thl·
·
wisp
56 Origln1I
57 Scorch
12 Sharp ridge
58 Two·- 1lolh
13 Withered
60 Ml1l11dlng
18 Ament
clue
22 Entertained
65 Follow orders
2" U11 the oven
66 Surt1c1
25 Live
67 Cinema
26 Children's
68 Peldog
game
69 Appe1r
27 Gr. letter
70 Cl11nld
28 Goll club
completely
31 Yoked bl11ts
34 Motor part
"5 Po11ess
DOWN
35 Noted It.
"8 Muslc1I dremH
1 Discontinued
t1mlly
50 Vllallty
2 Byw1yot
37 Oatargroup
51 Clay brick
3 Hou111ddlllon 39 Stadium 1ound 52 "II - king ... "
4 Sign• of
5" lnjuras
"' Wlgw1m: v1r.
- .. 1ll1rgl11
..2 Decay••
"··- ·
"'55 Abowe

FE B R U A R y 1 6 , 1 9 9 4 ~

Fake
Change color
River In Scot.
"-belnto
England ... "
83 Small drink
84 Obt1ln

57
59
61
62

LACI\ ()t= t=()CU§
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ClissrOOm Boredom Buster~·. . _
ly Antheny lu..ine, .Ir• .

THE BARKING DOG by omn <tUSKOWJKI
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fun-filled activities for those really boring classes. FREE!

Key Inventory
Toke out your key chain and see if you
can mentally identity which keys tit which
locks. Find that one key that you haven't
used in years. but are afraid to throw out
in case.you need it. Whotttl• 1telldoe1
tflat th/flt/ open anyway?/

:o:·
'·)
. l'I

,,,,...-·

f.

Enmtne .Your
·Ftn1erpriDts
Look closely ¢your
fingertips. See all those swirls
and shapes formed by your
fingerprints? lhese swirls can
entertain you for hours as ·
you search tor familiar
shapes and obJec1s within
them. 'HEY LOOK/
ELVIS/ .
Hey King. do you think I
should stop storing at my
hands like a mental patient
and pay attention?!

rrs

Jma&in.e A Yokefellow
Beblg Pestered By A ·
Swarm OfVespertllian ·
Not only con you amuse yourself
by conjuring up this comical
image; but in order to do so. you
hove to use a dictionary! IT'S A

DOUILE nME KILLElll

-

.;

,........... ·.

MAA Student Chapter Math Co1npetition
SOLUTION (INSCIUBED.IN A TRIANGLE)
~

lNTERSE~mG

.

R.ECTANGJ,.£5

.

r111t.ltm rro•i&ltJ lt1 c.,,. >.~1, 1.'-.i...ni1r of \\.~.wo1.t111. \\'lil1t•11tr

Flad th• atH of th• l&r1"t olaa1I• 'hat r"ul11 ITilm la•
l•rMCtiDI • 2 by 2 and • l by 3 ,..c,u1i.. (Th• \rla.a11ti
1houJd nol II• 01.1tald• 'b• ln,u19Ctloa,)
· ~

.

.

'

Recall that tan :ion ss ~ .. -js;
Notice that o ... '?r +'?~from the drawlng.
Solving (or r 1ives r = ~·

Not lee also that h = f~ = ~ from the drawin1.

Lc)olr. Up Dlrty.Woids In
The Dictionary . ·
While you've got that dictionary
out why not look up some of your .
·favorite off-color stong just to see If
it's in there. Welldotl'tjllltli#,,,.,.1
Get out that w11•H11.Webster's
and IOOk the w11•11t/thln upl

w

F ~-'fo- ~-.;.---- ~-"4
Ar•• of Trlan1l•

::::1 ' ( •

~

1

•f"4" 1.1nit1.

Area or a Circle = wr 1111 h+"i-.A, 1
"nit1,
~rr
(Area ofTrlanale) ·(Area af ClrclH) .-.a 1 (~ - ~)'!niu•
1

''"°"

RULES: Open lo all •ludenta. Deliver your 11<1lulion, neatly wriUen, lo the Studenl Math Competition
mailbox in the Malla TutorinfJ Lab in Hinkle HaU. AU 11<1lutimu received by noon Monday will be re\iewed
and a winner will be aelected. Student• ·wbo auhmit correct ·aolutiona will be announced in Future inuea.
For more infonnation, contact Marie· Sha hair.
•·· -··· ···- ·
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DOMINO'S PIZZA 396-7400
391-5

Montgomery

Road

• · Norwood

NEW THIN -c.RUST PIZZ-A

